
Press release: Holocaust survivors
warn society against forgetting
against lessons of history

Holocaust Memorial Design Film

Britain’s Holocaust survivors are urging Britain to remember the lessons of
history and understand what they mean for society now.

Survivors warned about the dangers of letting prejudice go unchecked in
society as designs for the new Holocaust Memorial and Learning Centre go on
display at the V&A (from 1 to 22 August). The Holocaust Memorial and Learning
Centre will stand against all forms of hatred and extremism in the modern
world, including the discrimination that underpins Antisemitism,
Islamophobia, racism and homophobia today. British Holocaust survivors are
also meeting and speaking directly to visitors to the Museum about their
experiences as part of a ‘living library’ event.

The designs on display at the V&A are being exhibited by the UK Holocaust
Memorial Foundation, a cross-party project, funded by the Department for
Communities and Local Government. Inspired by the UK’s last living Holocaust
survivors, the project is currently undertaking an international design
competition to create a new National Memorial and Learning Centre in London.
The project will create a national space for remembrance and an educational
experience that will challenge visitors to stand up against hatred and
prejudice.

Visitors attending the display in the V&A’s Raphael Gallery will be able to
see the designs from ten shortlisted teams for the new Memorial and Learning
Centre and give their feedback. The experience of British Holocaust survivors
will be shared with the public in a variety of ways, including through events
and short film excerpts from a new collection of more than 100 British
Holocaust survivor testimonies which will have a permanent home in the
Learning Centre.

Peter Lantos was in Bergen-Belsen concentration camp as a young boy and is
one of the survivors who recorded his testimony as part of the project. He
said:

Throughout my life I have seen the best and worst of human nature.
It would be a comfort to think that we have learned everything from
the past – but it would be naïve. Sadly the need to challenge
hatred is constant. I hope that the new centre helps us to do that.

Joan Salter, was separated from her family and not reunited with them until
1947 when she discovered her parents had managed to survive the war and were
living in the UK:
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We live in dangerous times and tragically, a reminder of how
fragile civilisation is, is more crucial now than ever. This is why
the new Memorial and Learning Centre are essential.

Sir Peter Bazalgette, Chair of the UK Holocaust Memorial Foundation, said:

The stories of Holocaust survivors are incredibly powerful. They
witnessed a breakdown in society, in its ethics and in our duties
to one another. We can and must learn from their experiences to
help us fight hatred in society today. These personal stories will
have a permanent home in the new Learning Centre. I hope that as
many people as possible can help us design it by giving their
feedback.

Rt Hon Sajid Javid MP, Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government, said:

This new Memorial will stand as the everlasting reminder of what
can happen if hatred is left unchecked and the foundations of a
civilised, democratic society are undermined. We cannot forget the
lessons of the past or the people who lived through it. I’d
encourage everyone to visit the exhibition or go online to have
their say on how Britain can best remember.

The new UK Holocaust Memorial, to be built next to the Houses of Parliament
in Westminster, will honour the six million Jewish victims of the Holocaust
and all the other victims of Nazi persecution. The Learning Centre will
provide a world-leading educational experience that explains the facts of the
Holocaust and challenges visitors to think about their role in standing up to
prejudice in society today.

Ninety-two international design and architecture teams, including top global
names, competed to design the project. The competition is now entering its
final stages, with designs from the ten shortlisted teams displayed for the
public to feedback on as part of their visit.

Rt Hon Ed Balls, UK Holocaust Memorial Foundation Board Member said:

Our new Learning Centre will have the stories of those who survived
at its heart and will challenge us all to think about what it means
to be an empathetic and engaged citizen in society today. Everyone
can look at the designs and have their say on how Britain can best
honour the past and learn for the future.

Rt Hon Alex Salmond, UK Holocaust Foundation Memorial Board Member said:



As part of its wider educational work, this project will stretch
across these islands for people to understand not just the
appalling statistics, not just the magnitude of the criminality,
but also the personal endurance of human beings. I’d urge people up
and down the country to go online and give their feedback on the
ten shortlisted designs.

Karen Pollock MBE, Chief Executive of the Holocaust Educational Trust, said:

The new National Memorial and Learning Centre will stand for
generations to come as a symbol of this country’s commitment to
remembering the Holocaust. In a fragile world, it is more important
than ever that we educate the next generation about the dangers of
hatred and prejudice – that is what we do at the Holocaust
Educational Trust every day and the Memorial and Learning centre
will play a vital role in ensuring this message reaches far and
wide.

The work to build a new Memorial and Learning Centre began after an
independent Commission found widespread dissatisfaction with the current
memorial in Hyde Park and worrying gaps in young people’s knowledge and
understanding of the Holocaust, despite some clear examples of excellent
education in some parts of the country.

The designs are displayed in the Raphael Gallery at the V&A from 1 to 22
August 2017. Entrance is free and the Museum is open 10.00 – 17.45 daily
(10.00 – 22.00 on Fridays). People across the country can have their say on
the designs online at: https://www.gov.uk/holocaustmemorial/feedback

About the UK Holocaust Memorial Foundation

The UK Holocaust Memorial Foundation was created to implement the
recommendations of the Prime Minister’s Holocaust Commission report –
Britain’s Promise to Remember – in 2015, including the delivery of the new
Memorial and Learning Centre and the recording of British Holocaust
testimony.

The Foundation is an advisory board to the Department for Communities and
Local Government. It has cross-party political support and is chaired by Sir
Peter Bazalgette.

About the design competition

The international design competition sought to harness the very best
architectural talent to create an emotionally powerful and sensitively
designed memorial. 92 design teams expressed an interest in the project, with
a shortlist of ten invited to submit concept designs, which are on display as
part of this exhibition. The ten shortlisted teams are:

Adjaye Associates

https://www.gov.uk/holocaustmemorial/feedback.


Allied Works
Anish Kapoor and Zaha Hadid Architects
Caruso St John Architects
Diamond Schmitt Architects
Foster + Partners
Heneghan Peng
John McAslan + Partners
Lahdelma Mahlamäki Architects
Studio Libeskind

More information about the entries and images can be found here:
https://competitions.malcolmreading.co.uk/holocaustmemorial/#shortlist

Public feedback received as part of the consultation will be given to the
independent Jury to consider before making its decision. The final decision
for the schemes and winner will sit with the Jury.

The Jury includes:

Sir Peter Bazalgette (Chair)
Rt Hon Sajid Javid MP, Communities and Local Government Secretary
Rt Hon Sadiq Khan, Mayor of London
Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis
Samantha Cohen, Assistant Private Secretary to Her Majesty The Queen
Charlotte Cohen, Holocaust Commission Youth Commissioner
Alice Greenwald, President and CEO of 9/11 Memorial and Museum
Ben Helfgott MBE, Holocaust survivor
Natasha Kaplinsky OBE, Broadcaster
The Lord Daniel Finkelstein OBE, Journalist
Dame Julia Peyton-Jones DBE, Former Director of Serpentine Gallery
Sarah Weir OBE, CEO of Design Council
Paul Williams OBE, Stanton Williams Architects.

The opportunity for the public to feed in their view to the Jury was
announced in January 2017 and a number of exhibitions have since taken place
around the country. The Jury will meet to make its decision in September 2017
with a winner expected to be announced in October/November, subject to usual
procurement processes.

The United Kingdom Holocaust Memorial International Design Competition is
being run in accordance with EU procurement guidelines and the Public
Contract Regulations 2015. This competition is being organised by Malcolm
Reading Consultants and has been advertised in the Official Journal of the
European Union (OJEU) on behalf of the United Kingdom Holocaust Memorial
Foundation and the Department for Communities and Local Government.
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Press release: New help for small
businesses launched

A new online tax forum and dedicated webchat service for small businesses and
the self-employed has been launched today by HMRC.

The Small Business Online Forum is a quick and easy way for small businesses
to get answers to their tax questions, as well as help with:

starting a business
support for growing a business – including taking on employees and
expanding
buying and selling abroad
completing tax returns
tax credits

Linked to the forum, HMRC’s new dedicated webchat service offers direct
support to businesses and the self-employed.

Mel Stride, Financial Secretary to the Treasury and Paymaster General, said:

The UK’s 5.4 million small businesses play a vital role in our
economy. We want to help businesses get off the ground and support
them as they grow.

That is why we are launching a new forum and webchat service which
will give these companies useful hints and tips – including how to
complete tax returns, grow a business and trade outside the UK – so
that they can continue to flourish.

The Small Business Online Forum forms part of the government’s business1.
tax roadmap announced at Budget 2016.
A pilot was launched in March 2017 and since then the forum has grown to2.
have more than a 1,000 registered users.
The forum does not deal with questions about taxpayers’ individual3.
circumstances. Any comments which include personal information will be
deleted.
While no personal or case-specific information is posted on the forum,4.
customers may be offered help through HMRC’s webchat service and their
personal case handled by an adviser.
Follow HMRC Press Office on Twitter.5.
HMRC’s Flickr channel can be found here6.
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Press release: How to watch marine
wildlife responsibly

As large numbers of visitors begin to flock to the Cornish coast, the
Cornwall Marine and Coastal Code Group is sending out a timely reminder on
how to responsibly enjoy watching marine wildlife such as dolphins and
basking sharks.

The species most often affected are seabirds and seals as they come on to
land to rest, but dolphins and basking sharks close to shore will quickly
attract a lot of attention, making them vulnerable to overcrowding or being
chased and can lead to accidents.

The Cornwall Marine and Coastal Code group includes Cornwall Wildlife Trust,
the RSPB, Cornwall Seal Group, National Trust, Marine Stranding Network and
the British Divers Marine Life Rescue (BDMLR), Cornwall Council, Devon and
Cornwall Police Marine & Coastal Policing Team, the Marine Management
Organisation and Natural England.

Full guidelines can be found on the Cornwall Wildlife Trust’s website. These
recommendations include:

keep your distance from resting animals such as seals and seabirds on
land
remain calm and quiet so resting animals are not disturbed and scared
off
move slowly and avoid sudden changes in direction and speed if animals
are nearby
stay side on to the animals while watching them rather than approaching
directly
if there are other boats/kayaks etc nearby then ensure the animals have
plenty of space and an obvious escape route should they choose to leave,
and to not pursue them when they do

One such incident off Padstow in 2013 resulted in the death of a bottlenose
dolphin calf from a local inshore pod, threatening the long-term survival of
the group. The people responsible were successfully prosecuted.

Dan Jarvis from BDMLR said:

The South West has an amazing range of marine species that are a
big part of why lots of people love to visit the region, but
sometimes people’s encounters with our wildlife do not go well for
the animals involved.

We are incredibly fortunate that we have these animals here in the
first place and it is a privilege that we’re able to see them, so
we want to help people get the best out of these encounters by
following some simple guidelines that will avoid causing distress
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and harm.

By encouraging people to use these guidelines, we hope that they in
turn will share them with others, so that many more people are
aware of how their actions, and those of others, can affect the
behaviour of animals that need to use these habitats too. We are
all out on the coast to enjoy the amazing environment we have here
and we need to make sure the animals that live there are still able
to enjoy it too, otherwise they could abandon the area and we all
lose out.

Guidance for recreational boaters
The Green Blue, the joint environment campaign run by the Royal Yachting
Association and British Marine, has worked with other organisations including
the MMO to produce The Green Wildlife Guide for Boaters. This advises boaters
on how to get the best experience out of their wildlife encounters by acting
responsibly and cautiously to minimize the risk of disturbance while keeping
participants and their boats safe.

The guide is available online or a hard copy can be obtained by emailing
info@thegreenblue.org.uk.

Campaign Manager for The Green Blue, Kate Fortnam, said:

It is perfectly safe and lawful to view marine wildlife by adopting
a few simple measures – acting responsibly and cautiously to
minimise the risk of disturbance is always the safest course of
action.

Visit thegreenblue.org.uk for your copy of The Green Wildlife Guide
for Boaters, or drop us a line for a hard copy.

Reporting incidents of marine wildlife disturbance
If you see marine species such as dolphins, porpoise or whales being
disturbed, please contact your nearest MMO office or local police force
wildlife crime officer on 101.

Incidents of disturbance in Cornwall can be reported to the Cornwall Wildlife
Trust’s disturbance hotline on 0345 201 2626, which has seen a steady
increase in the number of calls over the last few weeks with the warmer
weather.

Laws protecting marine wildlife
Details of the laws protecting marine species can be found on the
Government’s website.. They have also been previously explained by the MMO.
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News story: Shoes to seamines – 20,000
items recovered preparing for
carriers’ new home

More than 20,000 items, ranging from shoes to sea mines, have been found
during the dredging of the approach to the Harbour, many dating back several
centuries.

The Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) awarded a contract to Boskalis
Westminster to make room for the 65,000-tonne HMS Queen Elizabeth Carrier and
her sister ship Prince of Wales two years ago.

20,000 items have been found in Portsmouth harbour, including 36 anchors.

Since then, specialist dredging vessels have been at work, removing 3,200,000
cubic metres of sediment – the equivalent to 12,800 Olympic swimming pools.

Defence Minister Harriett Baldwin said:

Upgrading the future home of HMS Queen Elizabeth is another
completed step in the carrier’s journey to becoming the nation’s
flagship, ready to operate around the world and help keep us safe
in a world of intensifying threats.

The work to prepare for our naval future has unearthed objects from
our naval past which are part of Portsmouth’s proud maritime
history. More than £100 million has been invested in Portsmouth’s
naval base to ensure that it is ready for the state of the art
Queen Elizabeth class aircraft carriers.

The wealth of artefacts uncovered, include eight cannons, an aircraft engine,
36 anchors and a human skull which was passed to the local police.

There was an arsenal of old ordnance too, ranging from bullets and
cannonballs to a British torpedo. A German sea mine and five large bombs were
found, before being made safe by the Royal Navy’s Explosive Ordnance Disposal
team.

Among some of the artefacts unearthed were eight cannons.

Elsewhere the dredging uncovered bottles, plates, ceramics and shoes which
probably belonged to sailors. They have been passed to the project’s
archaeologists at Wessex Archaeology for study.

Portsmouth now awaits the upcoming arrival of the HMS Queen Elizabeth. Find
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out more about the nation’s new flagship.

Philip Wise, Principal Project Manager for DIO, said:

We’re delighted with the successful completion of the dredging
work. It marks the conclusion of DIO’s £100m infrastructure project
to ready Portsmouth for the forthcoming arrival of HMS Queen
Elizabeth, of which the dredge was only part. We look forward to
welcoming HMS Queen Elizabeth to her new homeport.

Capt Iain Greenlees, Head of Infrastructure at Her Majesty’s
Naval Base Portsmouth, said:

The dredging was the culmination of twelve years work monitoring
the seabed environment around the harbour and unearthed a huge
array of items, some of which may be historically significant, and
underlines again Portsmouth’s long maritime history.

I am grateful for the patience of all harbour users and those who
live and work around the waterfront during this challenging
project.

Completion of the dredge is the final critical step in a wide range
of activities preparing for HMS Queen Elizabeth’s arrival later
this year and the base is now ready to support the nation’s future
flagship.

Gerrit Jan van den Bosch, Project Manager for Boskalis
Westminster, said:

The Boskalis Westminster team is proud of the challenging dredging
project that has been safely completed prior to the arrival of the
HMS Queen Elizabeth. With good cooperation and involvement from the
Navy, DIO and other parties we look back on a successful project.

Although the main dredging work has now completed there will be an on-going
need to remove new material that naturally settles in the channel over time.
This will be achieved by maintenance dredging on a yearly basis.

http://www.ukcarrierpower.tumblr.com/


Press release: £35 million of
innovative employment schemes to
benefit thousands of disadvantaged
people

The schemes will be developed and delivered by 6 combined authorities in
partnership with the government. The specialist tailored support is expected
to help over 18,000 people – including disabled people and older people –
tackle long-term barriers to work and in-work progression.

Up to £28 million has been committed by the Department for Work and Pensions
for the schemes. They include:

a ‘Health and Care Sector Progression Academy’ to train social care
workers in Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
an ‘early intervention’ scheme in Sheffield to prevent people from long-
term unemployment
a new business-led training hub for modern work skills in the Tees
Valley

Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, David Gauke said:

We have record numbers of people in work which is great news, but
there are still people missing out on the available opportunities
because of barriers to employment.

These pilots are yet another step forward in our efforts to help
people of all backgrounds enjoy the benefits of work, and will
boost the wide ranging support we currently offer through local
experts like Jobcentre Plus.

Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government, Sajid Javid added:

As part of the devolution revolution we’ve handed swathes of power
and significant investment to help boost jobs and growth across the
country.

Now we’re going even further to support 6 areas with devolution
deals by working with the new combined authority mayors to pilot
innovative employment schemes.

These pilots will trial new approaches to help the most
disadvantaged people in our society to get the security of a good
job and a regular pay packet, helping to build a country that works
for everyone.
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Commenting on the ‘Health and Care Sector Progression Academy’ pilot, Mayor
of Cambridgeshire and Peterborough, James Palmer said:

This is a prime example of the benefits Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough will receive because of our devolution deal with
central government. The additional £5.2 million is set to create
600 new apprenticeships, providing us with an opportunity to
upskill local people whilst supporting the health and care
industry. I am excited to see this pilot develop and help us make a
difference in the county.

Commenting on the new business-led training hub, Tees Valley Mayor, Ben
Houchen said:

Over the last 4 years, the unemployment rate in the Tees Valley has
halved. Our economy is growing, and more people are in work
providing for themselves and their families.

Things are getting better, but there remain stubborn barriers to
work. This new investment from the government, secured because we
have a mayor, gives us a unique opportunity to address long-term
unemployment.

Today I’m calling on local support services, voluntary
organisations and local councils to work together to provide the
best possible support to help people back to work.

These new pilots were agreed with 6 combined authority areas as part of
ground-breaking devolution deals and the government’s plan to hand new
funding and powers back to local areas across the country. These schemes are
aimed at boosting growth and jobs by working with the new combined authority
mayors.

This announcement follows on from the Work, health and disability: improving
lives green paper, which marks the next stage of the government’s action to
confront prejudices and misunderstandings within the minds of employers and
across wider society.

In total, 6 combined authorities with a devolution deal will receive support
from government.

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Combined Authority

Create a new Health and Care Sector Progression Academy to train those
outside the sector to gain employment, and help those already working in the
sector to progress.
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Tees Valley Combined Authority

Create a Tees Valley Hub to join up the services available to the individual
and offer key workers to provide one-to-one support.

Sheffield City Region Combined Authority

Implement a new early intervention system for individuals identified as being
at high risk of becoming long term unemployed.

Leader of Rotherham Borough Council and Chair of the Sheffield City Region
Skills, Employment and Education Board, Councillor Chris Read said:

I am very pleased to see this pilot, which will help underpin the
inclusive approach of the Sheffield City Region. We are in the
vanguard of this work. As we see the numbers of our high value jobs
growing we are ensuring that no one in our communities misses out
on this growth.

West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA)

Testing the value of utilising social networks and social capital in removing
barriers to paid employment.

WMCA lead member for skills and productivity and leader of Coventry City
Council, Councillor George Duggins said:

Supporting those who need it most is a fundamental value for the
WMCA and why we will be using this pilot scheme to help
disadvantaged people into work.

Having a secure and properly paid job is one of the most effective
ways for people to improve their quality of life but we have to
make sure that everyone in society benefits from the job
opportunities being created, especially those on low incomes and
the young, unemployed people so they can reach their full
potential.

West of England Combined Authority

Set up a new system which supports individuals trapped in low pad jobs to
achieve in work progression through tailored interventions.

West of England Mayor, Tim Bowles said:

This is an important project that will help improve the skills and
opportunities of up to 3,000 adults across the region. It will help
grow our skills base to ensure a stronger economy and higher



quality of life for all.

Through this scheme, we will work with individuals who are already
in employment, claiming in-work benefits and are social housing
tenants. We will help them raise their own skill levels and gain
more secure and higher-quality jobs.

I am committed to improving people’s skills and supporting our
residents to benefit from the prosperity and opportunities
available in the West of England region.

Liverpool City region

Test a new approach which focuses efforts on households where 2 or more
adults are out of work.

Liverpool City Region Metro Mayor, Steve Rotheram said:

Improving the employment and skills prospects for our residents is
a key priority for the combined authority. Our Households into Work
programme is an example of where assisting our residents with
tailored support will help them to prosper, as well creating
opportunities that they might previously not have been able to
access. I look forward to seeing this programme develop over the
coming months.

Follow DWP on:


